Tuesday Musical: Inon Barnatan &
Calidore Quartet play Bach (Jan. 22)
by Daniel Hathaway
The Historically
Informed Performance
movement has made
such an impact that the
idea of performing
Bach fugues and
keyboard concertos
with piano and string
quartet seems like a
throwback to the
mid-20th century. But
Inon Barnatan and the
Calidore String Quartet
used their modern
instruments to fine effect in their January 22 all-Bach program on the Tuesday
Musical series in Akron’s E.J. Thomas Hall.
The Calidore — violinists Jeffrey Myers and Ryan Meehan, violist Jeremy Berry, and
cellist Estelle Choi — led off with seven movements from Art of Fugue. A
 lthough
Meehan’s remarks from the stage brought the composer’s fugal expertise down to the
level of Row, row, row your boat, t he Quartet’s performances were searching,
sensitive, and structurally transparent. One highlight was the Canon alla Ottava, a
thrilling contrapuntal chase between Berry and Choi.
The fourteenth Contrapunctus presents a problem for performers, since Bach quit
before finishing it. The Romantic legend (bolstered by a notation in the score by
C.P.E. Bach) has it that Bach died at the point of weaving his own initials into what
would have been the most complicated of all the fugues in the collection. Though that
story has been challenged by other evidence, the Calidore chose to play the final
fugue out to the point when it unravels — a tack that works its poignant best if
you’ve sat through the whole piece.

The rest of the evening was devoted to four keyboard concertos, beginning with the
big d-minor work (BWV 1052) that Bach felt so highly of that he incorporated parts
of the piece into two cantatas where the solo part is played on organ. Inon Barnatan
and the Calidore gave it a crisp, buoyant reading that was rhythmically vital in the
first movement, beautifully lyrical in the second, and surging in the third.
Three shorter concertos were among those Bach either wrote or adapted from other
works later in his Leipzig career for coffee house concerts by the Collegium
Musicum. If so many end-to-end keyboard concertos looks unpromising on paper,
never underestimate Bach’s ability to find different textures to explore and fresh
things to say.
Barnatan and the Quartet maintained a tight yet supple sense of ensemble throughout
the playlist, which included the concertos in g minor, BWV 1058, A Major, BWV
1055, and f minor, BWV 1056. Barnatan handled the keyboard solo parts — mostly
two-part affairs — with clarity and expressivity, and the Calidore warmly embraced
those lines, using a wide swath of dynamics. Ears not familiar with this repertoire
certainly pricked up in the slow movement of BWV 1056 — beautiful music Bach
ironically used as a prelude to his cantata, “I stand with one foot in the grave.”

Mood lighting on the stage shell helped make the vast space of E.J. Thomas Hall
seem more intimate, almost club-like — a good thing in the case of Tuesday’s
smallish, probably weather-spooked audience.
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